HUMAN RIGHTS IN ETHIOPIA: THE GAP BETWEEN REALITY AND RHETORIC

With scores of imprisoned activists, wide scale repression of the media and draconian limitations on NGOs, the climate for fundamental democratic rights in Ethiopia remains one of the most acute in Africa and the world.

As the Government of Ethiopia seeks reelection to the UN Human Rights Council, this event will provide an important opportunity to examine the reality of the human rights situation on the ground and Ethiopia’s cooperation with the UN HRC.

For more information please contact Renate.bloem@civicus.org or philippe.dam@hrw.org

SIDE EVENT
30th UN HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL SESSION

WHEN
MONDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER 2015 11:30-13:00

WHERE
ROOM XXIII PALAIS DES NATIONS

PANELISTS
• BETSATE DENEKE – HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL (HRCO)
• YARED HAILEMARIAM - ETHIOPIAN HRD
• PHILLIPPE DAM - HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH

MODERATOR
RENATE BLOEM - CIVICUS